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Abstract 
 
We perform dual frequency comb laser absorption spectroscopy of CO2 at high pressure and 
temperature, and use the spectra to test and improve CO2 line mixing models and their temperature 
dependence. The dual-comb spectrometer spans 6800-7000 cm-1 with 0.0066 cm-1 point spacing, 
and is coupled to a specialized, high-pressure, high-temperature gas cell providing conditions up 
to 977 K and 25 bar. We compare our measurements to spectra calculated using an advanced line 
mixing model for pure CO2 based on the energy-corrected sudden (ECS) approximation. We 
determine a new set of temperature-dependent ECS model parameters, and show that the new 
parameters significantly improve the accuracy of the ECS line mixing model over a temperature 
range spanning 298-977 K. We also compare the measured spectra to a simpler line mixing model 
developed using the modified exponential gap (MEG) scaling law, and report the temperature and 
pressure dependence of the MEG model parameters required to scale the model across wide ranges 
of conditions. Finally, we report high-pressure, ambient-temperature measurements of CO2 spectra 
in both amplitude (absorption) and phase using the dual-comb spectrometer. We use these 
measured absorption and phase spectra to assess the performance of the ECS and MEG line mixing 
models at high densities near room temperature. To the best of our knowledge, these results 
represent the first study of line mixing using phase spectroscopy. Overall, the results of this study 
significantly expand line mixing models for CO2 at high pressure and temperature and improve 
the accuracy and availability of absorption models for harsh conditions encountered in laser-based 
sensing and planetary science.  
 
 
1. Introduction:  

 
Accurate models for absorption spectra at high pressure and temperature are required as 

inputs to radiative transfer models for exotic planetary atmospheres and to support laser-based 

sensors for combustion, propulsion, and energy conversion systems [1–4]. Absorption 

spectroscopy of CO2 is particularly important in these applications as CO2 is a primary combustion 

byproduct as well as a significant, radiatively active component of many planetary atmospheres 

(e.g. Venus, ~96% CO2, 93 bar, 730 K [5]). This paper seeks to improve the accuracy of absorption 



models for CO2 at high pressure and temperature using new laboratory spectra measured with a 

dual frequency comb absorption spectrometer in conditions up to 977 K and 25 bar.  

Accurate absorption models for high-pressure, high-temperature conditions require both 

accurate databases of parameters to describe individual absorption transitions (e.g. intensities, 

center frequencies, broadening and pressure shift coefficients and their temperature dependence) 

as well as models for additional collisional phenomena (e.g. line mixing and finite collision 

durations) that become more significant at elevated pressures. Line mixing in particular has been 

shown to significantly affect the shape of measured spectra at elevated pressures [6,7]. Line mixing 

occurs as a result of collision-induced transfer of rotational population between the energy levels 

of the absorbing molecules, which in turn affects an exchange of absorption intensity between 

individual rovibrational transitions [6,7]. While there are many factors that ultimately govern its 

strength (see Ref. [6]), line mixing is significant in conditions when the line width of absorption 

transitions approaches or exceeds their frequency separation [6,7].  Such conditions include high 

pressure gases or spectral regions with densely spaced lines (e.g. band heads or Q branches) [6]. 

Under these conditions, the omission of line mixing in absorption models has been shown to cause 

significant deviations between measured and modeled spectra.  

Line mixing in CO2 has received considerable experimental and theoretical interest 

throughout the last several decades [8–24]. While these past studies have considered a range of 

CO2 bands throughout the near- and mid-infrared, our present study focuses specifically on line 

mixing in the near infrared CO2 bands between 6800 and 7000 cm-1. CO2 absorption in this region 

is dominated by the 3v3 band (00031←00001) and a number of adjacent hot bands. Most past 

investigations of line mixing in these bands target high pressure conditions near room temperature 

[9,11–15,17,22,23,25,26]. To the best of our knowledge, only two prior studies have investigated 

line mixing in these bands at elevated temperature and pressure conditions (40+ bar and 473 K) 

[11,17].  

The present study is focused on improving line mixing models and their temperature 

dependence for the case of pure CO2. Tran et al. [11] developed an advanced line mixing model 

for pure CO2 using the energy-corrected sudden (ECS) approximation [27]. This approximation 

(discussed in more detail in Section 3) is generally regarded as a physically realistic approach to 

model line mixing because it permits the calculation of the state-to-state collisional transfer rates 

while also properly accounting for the coupling of angular momenta in the collision process [6,8, 



28,29]. Tran et al. showed that the pure CO2 ECS model accurately reproduces the shape of many 

CO2 bands (including bands in the 6800-7000 cm-1 region) across a range of temperatures up to 

473 K and for pressures in excess of 40 bar [11].  

A remaining challenge in the development of CO2 line mixing models lies in extending the 

models to high-temperature conditions relevant to combustion and planetary science. While there 

are some notable exceptions (e.g. [10,11,17,19,30–36]), the vast majority of the past experimental 

and theoretical line mixing studies have considered only lower temperature conditions, presumably 

due to the experimental challenges associated with measuring accurate, high-pressure, high-

temperature reference spectra needed to develop and validate absorption models for these 

conditions. A consequence is that existing models must be significantly extrapolated in order to 

calculate spectra for high temperature applications in combustion and planetary science.  

In this paper, we use new measurements of pure CO2 spectra in conditions up to 977 K and 

25 bar to evaluate and improve models for CO2 line mixing and its temperature dependence. Our 

study reports measurements from a broadband, high-resolution dual frequency comb spectrometer 

coupled with a specialized, high-pressure, high-temperature gas cell [37]. We use this unique 

experimental configuration to record spectra of pure CO2 between 6800 and 7000 cm-1 with a point 

spacing of 0.0066 cm-1 over a matrix of pressure and temperature conditions up to 25 bar and 977 

K. Using these measurements, we report three primary results:  

 We update and validate the pure-CO2 line mixing model of Tran et al. [11] over an 

expanded range of temperatures and pressures up to 977 K and 25 bar, and we use our 

high-temperature measurements to parameterize the temperature dependence of the ECS 

model parameters required to scale the model across wide temperature ranges.  

 We compare our measurements and the updated ECS model to a simpler model developed 

using a modified exponential gap (MEG) scaling law, and we report new values for the 

temperature- and pressure-dependence of the MEG model parameters. 

 We explore (for the first time) the use of phase spectra for fundamental studies of line 

mixing at elevated pressures. 

Taken as a whole, these results significantly expand line mixing models for pure CO2 at high 

pressure and temperature and improve the accuracy of absorption models for applications in laser-

based sensing and planetary science.  

 



2. Experiment and Data Collection: 
 

The spectra for this study were measured in the specialized, high-pressure, high-

temperature gas cell described in detail in Ref. [37]. Briefly, the gas cell consists of a ceramic tube 

furnace housed inside of a custom pressure vessel. The absorbing gas (CO2 in this case) is confined 

at the center of the ceramic furnace in a 45.82 .
.  cm quartz sample cell. The quartz cell is 

surrounded in the tube furnace by a molybdenum cylinder that acts as a heat spreader to increase 

the temperature uniformity of the sample gas. The outer pressure vessel is filled with a non-

absorbing bath gas (argon in this study), which is carefully controlled to ensure that a slight 

positive pressure differential is maintained relative to the quartz sample cell. In this configuration, 

the quartz cell experiences only a slight pressure differential and does not rupture regardless of the 

absolute pressures in the gas cell. Light from the spectrometer is passed axially through the gas 

cell to record the spectrum of the absorbing gas at the conditions of the sample cell. This 

configuration is shown schematically in Figure 1. 

The temperature distribution of the sample cell is monitored by seven K-type 

thermocouples (including two immersed in the sample gas within the sample cell). The 

temperature uniformity (defined as the maximum percent deviation from the mean temperature) is 

better than 5% for all conditions reported in this paper. Due to the wide range of pressures 

Figure 1: Simplified schematic of the high-pressure, high-temperature gas 
cell along with the configuration of the dual-comb spectrometer used in 
this study.  



measured in this study, the sample gas pressure is monitored by three calibrated capacitance 

manometers optimized for different pressure ranges. The first is optimized for pressures below 1.3 

bar (MKS Baratron 626C, accuracy 0.25% of reading), the second is optimized for 1.3-13 bar 

(MKS Baratron 121A, accuracy 0.5% of reading), and the third is optimized for higher pressures 

(MKS Baratron 750C, accuracy ±0.1 bar). 

We combine the high-temperature, high-pressure gas cell with a broadband, high-

resolution, fiber mode-locked dual frequency comb spectrometer (DCS) [38]. The specific dual-

comb spectrometer used in this work consists of two self-referenced erbium fiber mode-locked 

frequency combs with a nominal comb tooth spacing of ~0.0066 cm-1 [39–42]. The optical 

bandwidth of the two combs spans ~5500-8000 cm-1, which we filter for this study to cover ~6800-

7000 cm-1. The pulse repetition rate of each frequency comb (which determines the comb tooth 

spacing) is stabilized to a common CW reference laser (RIO ORION) that operates at 1565 nm 

with a linewidth <5 kHz. A simple feedback to the reference laser frequency stabilizes the ~200 

MHz repetition rate of each frequency comb to within ±5 Hz. All measurements of the lock 

frequencies and repetition rates are referenced to a GPS-disciplined oscillator (Jackson Labs Fury) 

with stability better than 10-11. We conservatively estimate the absolute accuracy of the DCS 

system to be ~1.7×10-4 cm-1, which is limited by the stabilization of the reference laser.  

Temperature (K) Pressure (bar) Density (amg) 

495±7 1.99±0.01 1.08±0.02 

495±7 4.97±0.02 2.70±0.04 

495±7 9.30±0.05 5.07±0.07 

493±7 25.0±0.1 13.8±0.02 

735±10 2.01±0.01 0.73±0.01 

733±10 4.98±0.02 1.82±0.03 

731±10 10.06±0.05 3.68±0.05 

730±10 20.0±0.1 7.4±0.1 

977±13 1.99±0.01 0.546±0.008 

972±13 4.96±0.02 1.37±0.02 

967±13 10.05±0.05 2.78±0.04 

964±13 14.9±0.1 4.13±0.06 

Table 1: List of the experimental temperatures (K), pressures 
(atm), and densities (amagat) of the spectra reported in this 
study.  



Using the experimental configuration described above, we record spectra of 12C16O2 

(Airgas Instrument Grade, >99.99% purity) at the twelve temperature and pressure conditions 

listed in Table 1. In Table 1, we also report the density (in amagat, amg), which is computed from 

the experimental temperature and pressure using the NIST-recommended equation of state for CO2 

[43,44]. The uncertainty in the reported gas temperature is a combination of the standard 

uncertainty for a K-type thermocouple (0.75% of reading) and the uncertainty associated with a 

radiation correction applied to our temperature measurements (see Ref. [37]). The uncertainties in 

the measured pressures are based on the reported accuracy of the capacitance manometers used to 

monitor the pressure in the sample gas cell (discussed above). Uncertainty in the gas density is 

determined based on the corresponding uncertainty in temperature and pressure. 

We record spectra for 30 to 90 minutes and use a coherent averaging technique to increase 

the signal to noise ratio [45]. To account for the non-absorbing intensity spectrum of the DCS (the 

“baseline”), we normalize each measured spectrum using a vacuum background spectrum taken 

through the sample cell prior to the experiment as well as a second spectrum recorded simultaneous 

to the experiment through an optical path that passes though the same optics as the gas cell (quartz 

and sapphire windows) but does not pass though the gas cell itself. In practice, some degree of 

residual baseline variation remains after this normalization process. We remove the remaining 

baseline variation using a Chebyshev polynomial fit to the measured spectra. We discuss the 

baseline correction process developed for this study and its associated uncertainty in more detail 

in the Appendix. In the Appendix, we also assess the integrated intensities of the measured spectra 

(as a test of the quality of the baseline-corrected spectra), and show that the integrated intensities 

agree with their predicted values based on the HITRAN2020 database within ~2% [46].  

Lastly, although all portions of the optical path are continuously purged with dry air, some 

residual water vapor absorption is present in the measured spectra. This interfering absorption is 

due to water vapor in the argon bath gas surrounding the quartz sample cell. We fit and subtract 

the background absorption using a speed-dependent Voigt profile and high-temperature line shape 

parameters for argon-broadened water vapor [47].  

 

 

 

 



3. Line Mixing Model 
 
3.1. General Equations 

 
To model line mixing in our measured spectra, we follow the relaxation matrix formalism 

commonly employed in the literature. Detailed summaries of this approach are given in Refs. [6,7] 

and references therein. Here we only list the salient details. Under the impact approximation, the 

absorption coefficient at wavenumber 𝜈 is given by [6,7] 

𝛼(𝜈) = 𝑁
8𝜋 𝜈

3ℎ𝑐
1 − 𝑒 𝜌ℓ(𝑇)𝑑ℓ𝑑𝓀𝐼𝑚 ⟨⟨𝓀 [𝚺 − 𝑳𝒐 − 𝑖𝑁𝑾(𝑇)] 𝟏 ℓ⟩⟩

𝓀ℓ

(1) 

where the sums include all lines of the absorbing gas with indices ℓ and 𝓀. 𝑁 is the number density 

of the absorbing gas, 𝜌 is the lower-state Boltzmann population fraction, and 𝑑 is the dipole matrix 

element. Bolded terms correspond to matrices, and ⟨⟨𝓀‖ ⋅ ‖ℓ⟩⟩ indicates a matrix element. 

⟨⟨𝓀‖𝚺‖ℓ⟩⟩ = 𝜈 × 𝛿ℓ𝓀 corresponds to the frequency of the calculation, ⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑳𝒐‖ℓ⟩⟩ = 𝜈ℓ × 𝛿ℓ𝓀 

corresponds to the resonant frequency of each transition ℓ, and 𝑾(𝑇) is the collisional relaxation 

matrix. The absorption coefficient calculated using Equation 1 neglects Doppler broadening 

effects as well as the influence of speed dependence and velocity-changing collisions.  

 The complex collisional relaxation matrix contains all of the collisional information for the 

absorbing molecule. The diagonal elements correspond to the pressure broadening (𝛾) and shift 

(𝛿) coefficients for each transition [6,7] 

⟨⟨ℓ‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ = 𝛾ℓ(𝑇) − 𝑖𝛿ℓ(𝑇) (2) 

The off-diagonal components give a measure of the coupling between individual transitions, such 

that ⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ corresponds to the rate of collisional transfer from the states associated with 

line ℓ into the states associated with line 𝓀. The relaxation matrix also satisfies two fundamental 

relations known as detailed balance and the sum rule. The detailed balance principle relates the 

transpose elements as  

⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ × 𝜌ℓ(𝑇) =  ⟨⟨ℓ‖𝑾(𝑇)‖𝓀⟩⟩ × 𝜌𝓀(𝑇) (3) 

and the sum rule states that 

∑ 𝑑𝓀⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ = 0𝓀 (4)

or equivalently  

𝑑𝓀

𝑑ℓ
⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ = −𝛾ℓ

𝓀 ℓ

(5) 



As mentioned above, the off-diagonal elements of 𝑾 correspond to the couplings between 

individual transitions in the absorption spectrum. As such, these elements are the critical quantities 

that must be calculated in order to model the absorption spectrum using Equation 1. We will 

discuss methods used to calculate the off-diagonal components of the relaxation matrix in the 

remainder of this section. 

 

3.2. Energy Corrected Sudden Scaling Law 

Many past studies have modeled the relaxation matrix for CO2 using the energy corrected 

sudden (ECS) scaling law [9,11,18,28,29,48]. The physical basis of this scaling law has been 

described in detail in Refs. [6,7] (and references therein). For the purpose of this paper, we 

summarize that the ECS scaling law enables calculation of collisional population transfer rates 

while also properly accounting for angular momentum transfer during collisions [6,28,29]. Here, 

we follow the specific form of the ECS scaling law that has been used in previous studies to model 

line mixing in the CO2-air and pure CO2 systems [11,18,28,29]. Under the ECS scaling law, the 

real component of the relaxation matrix is expressed as [11,18,28,29] 

𝑅𝑒⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ = (−1) (2𝑗 + 1) 2𝑗 + 1 2𝑗 + 1 × 

𝑗 𝐿 𝑗

𝑙 0 −𝑙

𝑗 𝐿 𝑗

−𝑙 0 𝑙

𝑗 𝑗 1

𝑗 𝑗 𝐿
(2𝐿 + 1)

Ω(𝑗 , 𝑇)

Ω(𝐿, 𝑇)
 𝑄(𝐿, 𝑇) (6)   

where 𝑗  and 𝑗  are the initial and final rotational quantum numbers for transition ℓ, 𝑗  and 𝑗  are 

the rotational quantum numbers corresponding to transition 𝓀, and 𝑙  is the vibrational angular 

momentum quantum number. (⋱) and {⋱} denote Wigner 3J and 6J coefficients [49], respectively.  

 In Equation 6, Ω is an adiabaticity correction that accounts for molecular rotation during 

collisions [11,18,28,29] 

Ω(𝑗, 𝑇) = 1 +
1

24

𝜔 , 𝑑

�̅�(𝑇)
(7) 

where 𝑑  is a scaling length, and �̅�(𝑇) is the mean relative speed. 𝜔 ,  is the frequency spacing 

between the 𝑗 and 𝑗 − 2 rotational levels. The rotational cross sections 𝑄(𝐿, 𝑇) are given by  

𝑄(𝐿, 𝑇) = 𝐴(𝑇)[𝐿(𝐿 + 1)] ( )𝑒 (8) 



where 𝐸  is the rotational energy of level 𝐿 [11,18,28,29]. In Equations 6-8, 𝑑 , 𝐴(𝑇), 𝜆(𝑇) and 𝛽 

are the free parameters of the ECS model that can be deduced from experimental data (described 

in more detail below).  

 

3.3. Modified Exponential Gap Scaling Law 

A second method to model the relaxation matrix is based on simpler energy-gap scaling 

laws [6,7]. As the name suggests, these scaling laws parameterize collisional population transfer 

according to the energy difference between the involved states. This approach has been used to 

model line mixing in CO2 in a number of previous studies [10,19,24,35,36,50]. Using the energy-

gap approach, the real part of the off-diagonal relaxation matrix elements are proportional to the 

thermally averaged collisional population transfer rates (𝐾), such that [6,7] 

𝑅𝑒⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ ∝ 𝐾 (9) 

where 𝑗  and 𝑗  are the lower levels of transitions ℓ and 𝓀, respectively. Equation 9 is an equality 

only in the case of isotropic Raman Q-branches [6], and we will discuss the relationship between 

the population transfer rates and the relaxation matrix for multibranch infrared spectra in more 

detail in Section 4.2.  

There are many forms of energy-gap scaling laws (see Ref. [6,7,51]), however here we will 

consider the modified exponential gap (MEG) scaling law. Under the MEG law, the collisional 

transfer rates are given by [6,7] 

𝐾 = 𝑎 (𝑇)
1 + 1.5

𝐸

𝑎 𝑘 𝑇

1 + 1.5
𝐸

𝑘 𝑇

exp −
𝑎 𝛥𝐸

𝑘 𝑇
(10) 

where 𝐸  is the energy of state 𝑗  (equivalently, the lower state energy of transition ℓ) and Δ𝐸 is 

the energy difference between states 𝑗  and 𝑗 . 𝑎  are the free parameters of the model that are 

deduced from experimental data.  

 The MEG model differs from the ECS model (Equation 6) in several important ways. It is 

considerably simpler to implement, which has promoted adoption in applied settings [33–36] or in 

cases where more advanced models are not available. However, the MEG model requires 

significant ad hoc modifications to address effects such as mixing between lines in different 

branches (inter- vs. intra-branch mixing) as well as mixing between levels with different parities 

[6,7]. These effects are governed by angular momentum transfer, and not the energy gap between 



the involved states. As such, these effects are automatically rectified by the ECS model, which is 

widely considered to be a much more physically realistic model for collisional population transfer.   

 
 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

4.1. Updated ECS Model for Temperatures up to 977 K 
 

As mentioned above, Tran et al. [11] have previously developed an advanced line mixing 

model for pure CO2 using the ECS scaling law. This model was validated against high-pressure 

spectra measured at temperatures up to 473 K. The high-temperature spectra measured in the 

present study give us the opportunity to test the model against spectra measured at temperatures 

up to 977 K, and to parameterize the temperature dependence of the model parameters so that the 

model can be scaled across wide temperature ranges.  

To implement the ECS model, we first determine the free parameters of the model through 

fits to measured broadening coefficients, which are related to the real part of the relaxation matrix 

via the sum rule. In this process, we employ our previous low-pressure study of CO2 in this 

wavenumber range (6800-7000 cm-1) that reports broadening coefficients for transitions in the 3v3 

band at four temperatures between 296 K and 980 K [52].  To determine the best fit parameters, 

we compare these measured broadening coefficients to the broadening coefficients calculated 

using the sum rule (Equations 4-5) and the ECS scaling law. To account for the temperature 

dependence of the model parameters, we parametrize the temperature-dependent parameters 𝐴 and 

𝜆 using the power-law temperature scaling, which is widely used for the line broadening 

coefficient and adopted in past studies [29,48] for 𝐴 and 𝜆, i.e.:  

𝐴(𝑇) = 𝐴(296)
296

𝑇
(11) 

where 𝐴(296) is determined at 296 K, and 𝑛  scales the parameter to different temperatures 𝑇. 

We adopt an analogous equation for the parameter 𝜆.  

In practice, multiple sets of model parameters can yield sufficient fits to the measured 

broadening coefficients. As such, the best-fit parameter set is chosen as the set that both reasonably 

fits the measured broadening coefficients and leads to the best agreement between calculated 

spectra and the spectra measured for this study. Table 2 lists the best fit parameters for the updated 

ECS model. The updated model parameters lead to improved agreement with measured broadening 



coefficients over the temperature range spanning 296-980 K owing to the significant changes in 

the parameter values (namely 𝜆 and its temperature dependence). However, the two parameter sets 

yield similar calculations near room temperature due to the renormalization procedure [28] applied 

to the relaxation matrix.  

After determining the ECS model parameters, we use the scaling law relationships and 

detailed balance (Equations 3, 6-8) to calculate the real components of the off-diagonal elements 

of the relaxation matrix. The imaginary components of the off-diagonal elements do not 

significantly affect the shape of calculated spectra, and we fix these elements at zero. We populate 

the diagonal elements according to Equation 2. For this step, we again employ the database of 

temperature-dependent broadening and pressure shift coefficients developed for this wavenumber 

range in our prior study [52]. These pressure broadening and shift coefficients have been validated 

for temperatures up to 980 K. Similar to prior studies, we neglect line mixing between transitions 

belonging to different vibrational levels because collisional population transfer between these 

levels is expected to be extremely weak [6]. Finally, after constructing the relaxation matrix, we 

employ the renormalization procedure described in Ref. [28] to ensure that the relaxation matrix 

obeys detailed balance and the sum rule (Equations 3-5) exactly. 

We calculate spectra according to Equation 1 using the relaxation matrix constructed with 

the ECS model. The calculation utilizes the relaxation matrices described above, as well as the 

absorption parameters (line centers, intensities, and lower state energies) listed in HITRAN2020 

[46]. Figure 2 compares a spectrum measured at a temperature of 730 K and a pressure of 20.0 bar 

to spectra calculated using the updated ECS model, the original pure-CO2 ECS model (Tran et al. 

2011 [11]), and a Lorentzian model where line mixing is neglected.  

Figure 2 shows that the updated ECS model parameters significantly improve agreement 

between the measured spectrum and the absorption model relative to both the original pure-CO2 

 

 𝑑  Å  𝐴(296)  𝑛  𝜆(296) 𝑛  𝛽 

This Work 4.9 0.0207 0.011 0.072 -0.31 0.052 

Tran et al. 2011 5.5 0.019 - 0.61 - 0.052 

 
Table 2: List of the best-fit parameters for the ECS model along with the original 
parameter set given in Tran et al. 2011 [9] 



ECS model and the case where line mixing is neglected. The improvement due to the updated ECS 

model parameters is most dramatic in the band head regions where line mixing is strongest. 

Comparisons at other temperature and pressure conditions indicate that the new ECS parameters 

improve measurement-model agreement across the full range of conditions considered here (495-

977 K, 2-25 bar).     

Notably, we also compare the spectra calculated using the updated parameters to 

calculations using the original (Tran et al. 2011 [11]) parameters near room temperature. One such 

comparison is shown in Figure 3. This comparison shows that the two parameter sets yield 

comparable results near 296 K when compared to a spectrum calculated without line mixing 

effects. A direct comparison of the two ECS calculations shows that the model calculations differ 

by less than ~5% over a range of pressures up to ~25 bar. This fact indicates that the updated ECS 

model parameters retain the performance of the original ECS model near 296 K, while also 

significantly improving the accuracy of the model for high temperatures up to 977 K. We further 

Figure 2: Comparison between the measured spectrum (black) and spectra calculated using the 
updated ECS model parameters (red), the parameters of Tran et al. 2011 (blue) and a Lorentzian 
model where line mixing is neglected (green). Measurement conditions are 730 K and 20.0 bar. 
Panel (a) shows the comparison for the full wavenumber range of the measurement, while panel 
(b) highlights the comparison for the 3𝜈  band head. The upper panels show the measured and 
calculated absorption spectra while their differences (Meas-Calc) are plotted in the lower 
panels. The updated ECS model parameters significantly improve agreement with the 
measured spectra.  



assess the accuracy of the ECS model for high-pressure spectra measured near room temperature 

in Section 4.3. 

 

4.2. MEG-ECS Comparisons 

Similar to the ECS model, we determine the free parameters of the MEG model through 

fits to the broadening coefficients measured for transitions in the 3v3 band [52]. The MEG model 

assumes that only one of the parameters depends on temperature (𝑎 ), and prior studies have shown 

that the temperature scaling of the 𝑎  parameter follows a single power law of the form [7,10,34] 

𝑎 (𝑇) = 𝑎 (296)
296

𝑇
(11) 

Here, we determine 𝑎  individually at each of the four temperatures corresponding to the measured 

broadening coefficients. The measured values agree well with Equation 11 with 𝑛 = 1.31 over 

the full range of temperatures spanning 296-980 K. The measured MEG parameters are in 

reasonable agreement with the results of Hartmann et al. [10] who apply a similar form of the 

Figure 3: Comparison between a spectrum calculated using the 
ECS model parameters of Tran et al. 2011 [11] (green), a 
spectrum calculated using the updated ECS model parameters 
(red), and a spectrum calculated without line mixing effects 
(black). The spectrum is calculated at a temperature of 303 K 
and a pressure of 24.6 bar. The bottom panel shows the percent 
difference between the two ECS calculations and the model 
calculated neglecting line mixing effects.   



MEG law to model line mixing in pure CO2 [10]. Notably, our measured temperature dependence 

(𝑛 = 1.31) is in excellent agreement with Hartmann et al. [10], who also report 𝑛 = 1.31 from 

high-temperature measurements of the v3 band. Table 3 summarizes the best fit parameters for the 

MEG model.  

 As discussed in Section 3.3, when applied to infrared spectra, the MEG model only 

determines the real components of the off-diagonal relaxation matrix elements to within a constant 

of proportionality [6]. Here, we relate the relaxation matrix to the MEG-calculated transfer rates 

using an empirical parameter 𝐹 that simultaneously scales the population transfer rates and 

accounts for mixing between transitions in different branches [6,50,53–58]. With this 

modification, the relaxation matrix is given by 

𝑅𝑒⟨⟨𝓀‖𝑾(𝑇)‖ℓ⟩⟩ =
𝐹 × 𝐾                   Intrabranch

(1 − 𝐹) × 𝐾       Interbranch
(12) 

where interbranch mixing denotes line mixing between lines in different branches (i.e. P↔R), and 

intrabranch indicates mixing between lines in the same branch (e.g. P↔P). Interbranch mixing is 

expected to be weaker than intrabranch mixing, but this effect depends on angular momentum 

transfer and is not properly accounted for in the MEG model (which considers only energy 

differences) [53,59–62].  

Equation 12 cannot be directly applied to model three-branch spectra (P, Q, R). The 

strongest Q-branch transitions in the considered wavenumber range occur in the (01131←01101) 

hot band. These Q-branch transitions are three orders of magnitude weaker than the corresponding 

P- and R-branch transitions, and the peak Q-branch absorption is barely resolved above the noise 

level of our measurements. As such, we neglect interbranch line mixing between Q and R/P 

branches for the weak hot bands in our wavenumber range, which ultimately has little effect on 

the shape of calculated spectra. Finally, similar to the ECS calculations, our model neglects the 

 

𝑎 (296)  𝑛  𝑎  𝑎  

0.0171 1.31 1.42 1.30 

 
Table 3: Summarizes the best-fit parameters for 
the MEG model determined from fits to measured 
broadening coefficients [52]. 



imaginary components of the relaxation matrix, and we apply the renormalization approach of Ref. 

[28] to ensure that the relaxation matrix calculated using Equation 12 obeys detailed balance and 

the sum rule exactly.  

 Since the collisional transfer rates 𝐾  are determined through fits to measured broadening 

coefficients, the only remaining free parameter in the MEG model is the empirical scaling factor 𝐹.  

𝐹 affects the shape of the calculated spectrum, and its value is determined through fits to the spectra 

measured for this study. Here, we determine 𝐹 individually for each spectrum in our test matrix 

spanning 495-977 K and 2-25 bar. Figure 4 shows the 𝐹 values determined for each of the 12 

spectra in the test matrix. Figure 4 shows that the measured 𝐹 values are both pressure and 

temperature dependent. The measured 𝐹 values monotonically decrease with increasing gas 

pressure. For example, 𝐹 decreases from ~0.72 to ~0.55 as pressure is increased from 2 to 25 bar 

at a temperature of ~495 K. The values do not exhibit a clear relationship with gas density. Several 

past studies have noted the pressure dependence of the 𝐹 parameter, which is generally judged to 

Figure 4: The measured values of the coefficient 𝐹 that scales the 
relaxation matrix in the MEG model. The 𝐹 values depend on both 
temperature and pressure. The pressure-averaged 𝐹 value 
increases as gas temperature increases. At each temperature, 𝐹 
monotonically decreases as pressure is increased (indicated by the 
color of the data point).  



be nonphysical and an indicator of the breakdown on the MEG approach for modeling collisional 

transfer rates [54–56]. As such, we assume pressure-averaged 𝐹 values in the MEG model for the 

remainder of this paper. These values are listed in Table 4. 

 Figure 4 also shows that 𝐹 depends strongly on temperature, with the pressure-averaged 𝐹 

value increasing by ~30% as the temperature is increased from ~495 K to ~970 K. We can interpret 

this temperature dependence as a consequence of the approximate nature of the MEG model. Since 

the MEG model is only an approximate model for the collisional transfer rates, its scaling with 

temperature is also approximate. As such, the observed temperature-dependence of the 𝐹 

parameter is likely compensating for the imperfect scaling of the MEG model with temperature. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to report the temperature dependence of the 𝐹 

parameter for the MEG model.  

 It is also useful to compare spectra calculated with the MEG model to measured spectra 

and the spectra calculated with the ECS model. Figure 5 shows this comparison for two spectra 

measured at 493 K and 25.0 bar, and 964 K and 14.9 bar. The comparison shows that the MEG 

model calculations (assuming pressure-averaged 𝐹 values) agree well with the measured spectra, 

and significantly improve agreement relative to the calculations neglecting line mixing effects. 

The agreement between the MEG and ECS model calculations is comparable, with RMS 

deviations from the spectrum measured at 964 K and 14.9 bar being 0.004 and 0.005 for the MEG 

and ECS calculations, respectively. These results indicate that the MEG model is an effective 

method to model spectra measured at high pressures and temperatures despite being approximate 

in nature. However, it is important to note that the level of agreement shown in Figure 5 is only 

obtained by accurately determining the 𝐹 scaling factor and its temperature dependence, which is 

purely empirical in nature. It is also unclear how the 𝐹 parameters depend on the gas composition 

(i.e. pure CO2 or mixtures), or whether the values determined for this wavenumber range will 

 

𝐹   𝐹   𝐹   

0.631 0.786 0.834 

 
Table 4: Pressure-averaged 𝐹 parameters for the 
MEG model (𝐹) at the three temperatures shown 
in Figure 4.  



permit accurate calculations in other bands. These difficulties can be circumvented through the use 

of the ECS model, which also accurately models the measured spectra and requires fewer 

modifications and empirical parameters.  

Figure 5: Comparison of measured spectra to spectra calculated using the MEG model (blue), 
the updated ECS model (red), and a model neglecting line mixing effects (green). Panels (a) 
and (b) show a comparison for a spectrum measured at 25.0 bar and 493 K. Panels (c) and (d) 
show a comparison at 14.9 bar and 964 K. The rightmost panels ((b) and (d)) highlight model 
agreement at the 3𝜈  band head.  



4.3. Line Mixing in Phase Spectra 
 

Through the use of the dual-comb spectrometer, it is also possible to study line mixing in 

the phase spectrum of the absorbing gas for the first time. We present such measurements here in 

order to explore whether phase spectra can offer unique benefits for the study of line mixing, and 

to test the performance of the MEG and ECS models at high-density conditions near room 

temperature.  

Measuring the phase spectrum of the absorbing gas requires that only one frequency comb 

pass through the absorbing gas before being combined with the other comb (often termed the local 

oscillator) before the detector. A simplified schematic of this configuration is shown in Figure 

6(a). The phase spectrum arises from the differential phase shift between the sample and local 

oscillator comb teeth that is induced by the perturbation to the index of refraction at frequencies 

near the molecular resonances of the gas in the sample [63]. In this so-called ‘asymmetric’ dual-

comb approach, both the absorption (amplitude) and phase spectrum of the sample gas can be 

recovered. 

Using this approach, we measured amplitude and phase spectra through the high-pressure 

gas cell at a temperature of 298 K and pressures of 4.92±0.02, 10.16±0.05, and 24.9±0.1 bar. 

Most experimental and post-processing procedures are the same as for the ‘symmetric’ dual-comb 

approach described in earlier sections, with some notable challenges. First, the asymmetric 

approach requires each frequency comb to propagate in separate optical fibers before being 

combined and interfered on a photodetector. Perturbations to the two optical fibers can lead to 

differential phase noise between the two combs. Slow fluctuations in phase from one dual-comb 

interferogram to the next are compensated by our coherent averaging approach, which is the same 

method used for the symmetric dual comb experiments described earlier. High-frequency phase 

noise manifests as an artificial reduction in the measured absorption signal [64]. While we were 

careful to eliminate this effect in our measurements (e.g. by securing the two optical fibers along 

collinear paths), it is not possible to rule out small, phase-noise-induced biases in our measured 

spectra. Second, to preserve optical power, we did not utilize the separate normalization channel 

described in Section 2. This led to the need for higher-order polynomials in the baseline 

normalization process than were used for the symmetric cases (see Appendix for a summary of the 

baseline correction process). Although we were careful to avoid biases, it is difficult to assess 

whether the higher-order baseline polynomials coupled to residual model error in the baseline 



correction process. We assessed the integrated area of the measured amplitude spectra as an 

indicator of the accuracy of the spectra measured in the phase-sensitive approach. Our results 

indicate that the integrated areas of the measured spectra agree to within ~1% of expected values 

based on the HITRAN2020 database. 

Figure 6(b) and (c) show amplitude and phase spectra measured at 296 K and 10 bar. The 

measured spectra are compared to calculated spectra using the ECS and MEG models described 

in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Here, we determine the 𝐹 parameters (Equation 12) required to implement 

the MEG model at 296 K using the same approach as described in Section 4.2, where in this case 

the fit to determine each 𝐹 parameter is between measured and calculated amplitude spectra. We 

find the pressure-averaged 𝐹 value to be 0.353 at 296 K. The phase spectrum 𝜙(𝜈) is calculated 

using both the MEG and ECS models as the real component of the complex spectral profile 

ℐ(𝜈) [6] 

𝜙(𝜈) = 𝑅𝑒{ℐ(𝜈)} = 𝑅𝑒
1

𝜋

∑ ∑ 𝜌ℓ(𝑇)𝑑ℓ𝑑𝓀⟨⟨𝓀 [𝚺 − 𝑳𝒐 − 𝑖𝑁𝑾(𝑇)] 𝟏 ℓ⟩⟩𝓀ℓ

∑ 𝜌ℓ(𝑇)𝑑ℓℓ

(13) 

where the parameters are defined as in Equation 1. The absorption coefficient (Equation 1) is 

associated with the imaginary component of the complex spectra profile, 𝐼𝑚{ℐ(𝜈)}. We use the 

spectra measured in both amplitude and phase to evaluate the MEG and ECS models for room 

temperature conditions.  

Figure 6 shows that the ECS model significantly improves agreement with the measured 

spectra (in both amplitude and phase) when compared to both the MEG model and the calculation 

neglecting line mixing effects. In this case, the MEG model significantly over predicts absorption 

in the region between the P- and R-branches as well as at the band head. This behavior is not 

exhibited in comparisons to the higher temperature spectra (e.g. Figure 5), and suggests that the 

MEG model is not scaling properly to room temperature conditions where gas density is highest. 

The ECS model, which is based on a more physically realistic description of line mixing, exhibits 

significantly better agreement with the measured spectra at the high densities near room 

temperature.  

 Figure 6 also presents the opportunity to explore the differences between amplitude and 

phase measurements for fundamental studies of line mixing. Here, Figure 6 shows that the shape 

of the residuals are qualitatively similar for the model comparisons in both amplitude and phase, 



and the RMS of the residuals agree well for the three models across the amplitude and phase 

measurements. These similarities are expected since the amplitude and phase response can be 

derived from each other through the Kramers-Kronig relations. Phase measurements may still 

provide some experimental benefits for future studies of line mixing. For example, although we 

did not employ a reference path for baseline normalization in these specific measurements, future 

studies may exploit the fact that phase measurements exhibit reduced baseline fluctuations when 

compared to amplitude measurements that can be distorted by spectrum-to-spectrum fluctuations 

in the intensity spectrum of the source. Since baseline correction is a significant source of error 

Figure 6: Panel (a) shows a simplified schematic of the ‘asymmetric’ dual comb approach used 
to measure amplitude and phase spectra at high pressures near 298 K. Panel (b) shows an 
absorption (amplitude) spectrum measured at 298 K and 10.16 bar along with spectra calculated 
using the updated ECS model (red), the MEG model (blue) and a Lorentzian model neglecting 
line mixing effects (green). Panel (c) shows the same comparison for the measured phase 
spectrum. In both the absorption and phase spectrum, the updated ECS model demonstrates 
significantly better agreement with the measurement relative to the MEG and Lorentzian 
models.  



when measuring reference spectra at high pressures, phase measurements may ultimately provide 

a pathway to eliminate a significant uncertainty source when measuring reference spectra for future 

studies of line mixing.  

 

 
5. Summary and Conclusion 
 

We present a systematic study of line mixing and its temperature dependence in the CO2 

bands between 6800 and 7000 cm-1. Our results are based on measurements of pure CO2 spectra 

recorded with a broadband, high-resolution (0.0066 cm-1) dual frequency comb absorption 

spectrometer in a specialized, high-pressure, high-temperature gas cell at conditions up to 977 K 

and 25 bar. We use our unique measurements to test and improve the pure CO2 ECS line mixing 

model of Tran et al. for high-temperature spectra up to 977 K. We provide a new set of ECS model 

parameters validated up to 977 K, and report the temperature dependence of the new parameters 

required to scale the model over wide temperature ranges. We show that the new, temperature-

dependent parameter set significantly improves agreement between measured and calculated 

spectra for pressures up to 25 bar and over a wide range of temperatures spanning 298-977 K.  

We also develop a simpler line mixing model using the modified exponential gap (MEG) 

scaling law, and we report new measurements of the MEG model parameters and their 

temperature-dependence. Spectra calculated using the MEG model give good agreement with our 

measured spectra, however we show that the model depends on a set of pressure- and temperature-

dependent scaling parameters (𝐹) that must be accurately determined across the full range of 

conditions in which the model will be used. Our study is the first to report the temperature 

dependence of these scaling parameters, which we interpret as being indicative of the approximate 

nature of the MEG model. Additionally, we show that the accuracy of the MEG model does not 

scale to spectra measured near room temperature, while the more advanced ECS model permits 

accurate calculations across the full temperature range of our study (298-977 K).  

Finally, we report broadband phase spectra of CO2 measured at pressures up to 25 bar at 

room temperature, and present the first comparisons of line mixing models to phase spectra. We 

compare the phase spectra to spectra calculated using the ECS and MEG models, and discuss how 

phase spectra could be employed in future studies of line mixing in high pressure gases. These 

measurements represent the first study of line mixing using phase spectroscopy.  



Taken as a whole, our results leverage a unique set of measurements to significantly 

improve models for line mixing and its temperature dependence in spectra measured at high 

pressure and temperature. These models can be used in future studies to more accurately calculate 

spectra at high pressures and temperatures to support applications ranging from optical combustion 

diagnostics to planetary science.   
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Appendix 
 
 Spectra measured with the dual-comb spectrometer must be corrected for the non-

absorbing intensity spectrum of the spectrometer (the ‘baseline’) before comparing the measured 

spectra to an absorption model. This baseline correction process can be a significant source of 

uncertainty when measuring spectra at high pressures and temperatures because the sample gas 

can absorb continuously over wide frequency ranges. Here, we describe the baseline-correction 

approach used in the present study and its associated uncertainty.  

 We normalize our measured spectra using a spectrum measured while the gas cell is held 

under vacuum and also using a second reference spectrum recorded at the same time as the sample 

spectrum through an optical path that passes through an identical set of optics as the gas cell (quartz 

and sapphire windows) but does not pass though the gas cell itself (see Figure 1). The final, 

normalized transmission spectrum 𝐼(𝜈) is determined from these spectra as   

𝐼(𝜈) =
𝐼

𝐼 ,

𝐼

𝐼 ,

(14) 

where 𝐼  is the CO2 transmission spectrum measured through the high-pressure, high-

temperature gas cell, 𝐼  is the spectrum measured through the non-absorbing reference cell (see 

Figure 1), and the subscript “0” refers to spectra measured while the gas cell is held under vacuum. 

Using this approach, the first term in Equation 14 provides a first-order normalization of the 

measured spectrum, while the second term provides an additional correction that accounts for 



temporal drift in the native intensity spectrum of the dual-comb spectrometer. In practice, small 

residual baseline fluctuations remain after this normalization process due to changes in 

transmission through the gas cell as the system is pressurized. We account for these fluctuations 

by fitting the normalized spectrum using a single Chebyshev polynomial to account for the 

remaining baseline contribution. The fitting process uses an absorption model to mask the 

absorption information while fitting the Chebyshev polynomial. We used spectra calculated using 

the MEG model (Section 4.2) for this purpose.  

 One must be careful to avoid introducing user bias in the baseline correction process (i.e. 

by selecting improper model parameters that couple the measured spectrum with the absorption 

model used in baseline correction). We addressed this user bias in two ways. First, we masked 

regions of significant model error (e.g. band heads) in the polynomial fit to avoid allowing 

excessive model error to influence the baseline-corrected spectrum. Second, we developed a 

randomized approach to the polynomial fit. For each measured spectrum, we ran the polynomial 

fit 100 times. In each iteration, we randomly selected the number of polynomial fit coefficients 

from a pre-defined range of possible values. We then took the final baseline as the average of the 

individual fits, and used the RMS of the individual polynomials to estimate the uncertainty in the 

Figure 7: An example baseline-correction result for a spectrum measured at 730 K and 20.0 
bar. The top panel shows the full measured spectrum, while the bottom panel highlights the 
baseline fit. Individual baseline polynomials fit using the randomized process are shown in 
gray. The final baseline is shown in red, and is determined as the average of the individual 
fits. Error bars indicate the estimated uncertainty in the final baseline, estimated as the 
standard deviation of the individual fits.  



measured spectrum due to the baseline correction. An example baseline fit utilizing this process is 

shown in Figure 7.  

 In practice, we found that the baseline correction approach described above provided a 

stable means to account for the residual baseline variations without being overly sensitive to 

absorption model error. For example, repeated runs of the baseline correction code converged on 

the same baseline fit, and minor adjustments to the absorption model used for baseline correction 

did not significantly affect the baseline estimate. To test the quality of the baseline-corrected 

spectra, we compared the integrated intensity of our measured, baseline-corrected spectra to the 

integrated intensities of spectra simulated using the HITRAN2020 database. This comparison is 

shown in Figure 8. In this case, baseline errors (or other experimental errors) would manifest as 

differences between the measured and predicted intensities. Figure 8 shows that the measured 

intensities agree with the HITRAN predictions within ~2%.  
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